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Bookseller Resources 
Welcome to the new 2019-2020 season & the Jacaranda 
Bookseller Kit for Queensland with our catalogue highlights. 
It’s set to be another big year with the roll out of Frontlist 
2020 Titles for Units 3&4 for Senior Mathematics and Senior 
Geography and continuing uptake of our Australian Curriculum 
7-10 Titles, now supported with the learnON 2019 upgrades. 

We thank you for your support and look forward to working 
with you and your schools to deliver market-leading 
print and digital and digital-only resources to schools across 
Queensland!

What you can find on the bookseller pages:
• The 2020 Jacaranda price list (Excel & PDF)

• A catalogue of our 2020 frontlist titles, including 
covers, ISBNs, and links to product series pages

• Frontlist resources such as title information sheets 
available for download

• Sample pages

• Updates to release dates

• Important links such as the teacher resource 
request form

• Contact details of the Jacaranda sales team

Bookmark our Jacaranda Bookseller Page. It acts as the central hub for everything you 
need, and we continuously make updates throughout the year. 

www.jacaranda.com.au/booksellers 
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Jacaranda History Alive 7–10
For the Australian Curriculum

Bringing history to life
A stunning range of new images, videos and interactivities to help bring 
history to life.

Accessible to every student
Activities organised from lower to higher levels of complexity plus challenge 
opportunities for those thirsting for more.

This series has been designed to support the huge variety and range of approaches to 
successfully teach history, and provides a rich set of tools and activities.

www.jacaranda.com.au/achistory

Unlock deep insights into performance
With learnON, teachers can unlock deep insights into student and cohort 
performance.

Talk to us 
about trial 

access

Now with 
learnON 

2019 
upgrades

Print with learnON*     
learnON*   

Jacaranda History Alive 7 AC 2nd Edition

9780730346517     RRP $69.95 
9780730361107     RRP $44.95

Jacaranda History Alive 9 AC 2nd Edition

9780730346623     RRP $69.95
9780730362081     RRP $44.95

Print with learnON*     
learnON*                  

Jacaranda History Alive 8 AC 2nd Edition

9780730346630     RRP $69.95
9780730361336     RRP $44.95

Print with learnON*     
learnON*                  

Jacaranda History Alive 10 AC 2nd Edition

9780730346555     RRP $69.95 
9780730362128     RRP $44.95

Print with learnON*     
learnON*                  

*learnON is a digital learning platform. You will also get access to eBookPLUS, the iPad App, and PDF formats.

Published
Nov 2017

7–10 Australian Curriculum
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Bringing geography to life
A stunning range of new images, videos, interactivities to help bring 
geography to life.

Accessible to every student
Activities organised from lower to higher levels of complexity plus challenge 
opportunities for those thirsting for more.

Unlock deep insights into performance
With learnON, teachers can unlock deep insights into student and cohort 
performance.

This is a flexible resource which can be used across a variety of teaching approaches and styles, 
providing a rich set of tools and activities that allow teachers to bring geography to life. 

Jacaranda Geography Alive 7–10
For the Australian Curriculum

*learnON is a digital learning platform. You will also get access to eBookPLUS, the iPad App, and PDF formats.

Print with learnON*     
learnON*                  

Jacaranda Geography Alive 7 AC 2nd Edition

9780730346265     RRP $69.95 
9780730361282     RRP $44.95

Jacaranda Geography Alive 9 AC 2nd Edition

9780730347132     RRP $69.95
9780730361572     RRP $44.95

Print with learnON*     
learnON*                  

Jacaranda Geography Alive 8 AC 2nd Edition

9780730347903     RRP $69.95
9780730361374     RRP $44.95

Print with learnON*     
learnON*                  

Jacaranda Geography Alive 10 AC 2nd Edition

9780730347859     RRP $69.95 
9780730361671     RRP $44.95

Print with learnON*     
learnON*                  

www.jacaranda.com.au/acgeography
Talk to us 

about trial 
access

Published
Nov 2017

Now with 
learnON 

2019 
upgrades

7–10 Australian Curriculum
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Bringing mathematics to life
A stunning range of new images, videos and interactivities to help bring 
mathematics to life.

Helping teachers teach their way
A diverse range of activities to help teachers teach mathematics their way 
to give teachers and students the best possible experience.

A resource which supports teachers in ensuring students of all abilities can achieve success, 
no student is left behind, and no student is held back.

These texts are also structured to transition students to the new Maths Quest Series for the 
Senior Syllabus.

Jacaranda Maths Quest 7–10
For the Australian Curriculum

Unlock deep insights into performance 
With learnON, teachers can unlock deep insights into student and cohort 
performance.

www.jacaranda.com.au/acmaths

Market 
leading 
content

Talk to us 
about trial 

access

Now with 
learnON 

2019 
upgrades

Print with learnON*     
learnON*                  

Jacaranda Maths Quest 7 AC 3rd Edition

9780730346722     $79.95 
9780730360209     $44.95

Jacaranda Maths Quest 8 AC 3rd Edition

9780730346746     $79.95
9780730360278     $44.95

Jacaranda Maths Quest 10 + 10A AC 3rd Edition

9780730346395     $79.95 
9780730360261     $44.95

Jacaranda Maths Quest 9 AC 3rd Edition

9780730346326     $79.95
9780730360322     $44.95

Print with learnON*     
learnON*                  

Print with learnON*     
learnON*                  

Print with learnON*     
learnON*                  

*learnON is a digital learning platform. You will also get access to eBookPLUS, the iPad App, and PDF formats.

Published
Nov 2017

7–10 Australian Curriculum
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Helping teachers teach their way
A diverse range of activities to help teachers teach science their way to give 
teachers and students the best possible experience.

This series provides teachers with the tools and resources they need to spark students’ curiosity 
about the world around them.

Jacaranda Science Quest 7–10
For the Australian Curriculum

Sparking students’ curiosity
A suite of rich, innovative and flexible resources to help students see the 
connection between science and their daily experiences.

Sparking students’ curiosity
With learnON, teachers can unlock deep insights into student and cohort 
performance. 

www.jacaranda.com.au/acscience
Talk to us 

about trial 
access

Now with 
learnON 

2019 
upgrades

Print with learnON*     
learnON*                  

Jacaranda Science Quest 7 AC 3rd Edition 

9780730347002     RRP $79.95 
9780730361404     RRP $44.95

Jacaranda Science Quest 8 AC 3rd Edition

9780730346777     RRP $79.95
9780730361466     RRP $44.95

Jacaranda Science Quest 10 AC 3rd Edition

9780730346852     RRP $79.95 
9780730361619     RRP $44.95

Jacaranda ScienceQuest 9 AC 3rd Edition

9780730346920     RRP $79.95
9780730361558     RRP $44.95

Print with learnON*     
learnON*                  

Print with learnON*     
learnON*                  

Print with learnON*     
learnON*                  

*learnON is a digital learning platform. You will also get access to eBookPLUS, the iPad App, and PDF formats.

Published
Nov 2017

7–10 Australian Curriculum
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JacPLUS Bookshelf Updates 
We are thrilled to announce the updates now live at JacPLUS Bookshelf, the online 
portal to all your Jacaranda digital resources. These updates allow teachers and students 
to seamlessly access the full range of available digital formats for Jacaranda titles.

• Download the PDF in one click• Favourite your most-used titles

• All formats of all titles in one place • Seamless access to all digital formats
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The Jacaranda learnON platform
learnON is our immersive and flexible digital learning platform that transforms trusted Jacaranda 
content to make learning more visible and personalised. learnON is on of the four formats that 
comes for free with Jacaranda 7-10 titles.

With learnON, everything is in the one place for a 
dynamic and uninterrupted learning experience. 

This means:
• integrated media embedded at the  

point of learning

• immediate feedback for students via 
auto-marked questions, worked solutions 
and exemplary responses

• full visibility into students’ results and 
progress

Teachers can:

• answer questions and comments online 
and provide real-time feedback 
in assignments and assessments

• manage classes to optimise 
efficiency and results.

You asked: we delivered
Based on customer feedback, teachers and students can now experience:
• the ability to toggle between teacher and student views

• downloadable PDFs that are available at your fingertips

• resources that are grouped and organised by category

• an intuitive learning path navigation, simplifying how you find topics and questions.

Teachers can:

• set assessments and policies quickly and easily

• gain deep insights into class results and 
individual student performances.

New 2019 
updates
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Jacaranda Maths Quest
For the Queensland Senior Syllabus

Perfectly aligned to the curriculum 
Our authors and teachers have been living and breathing the curriculum changes 
to deliver an easy-to-follow text, fully supported by a comprehensive bank of 
dynamic resources.

Preparing students for exam success
General Mathematics, Mathematical Methods, Specialist Mathematics each come 
with complimentary studyON, our online study, revision and practice tool – FREE!

Helping overcome misconceptions
Includes free access to Fully Worked Solutions for every question to demonstrate 
or confirm students’ thinking.

This series is designed to help teachers unpack the new curriculum and help students at the 
point of learning so every student can experience success in the classroom, at home and 
ultimately in the exam.

AVAILABLE NOW COMING IN 2019

Queensland Senior Syllabus

Print + eBookPLUS     
eBookPLUS
eGuidePLUS        

Print + eBookPLUS + studyON
eBookPLUS
eGuidePLUS        

Print + eBookPLUS + studyON     
eBookPLUS
eGuidePLUS        

Print + eBookPLUS + studyON     
eBookPLUS
eGuidePLUS        

Jacaranda Maths Quest 11 Essential 
Mathematics Units 1 & 2 Queensland

Jacaranda Maths Quest 11 Mathematical 
Mathods Units 1 & 2 Queensland

Jacaranda Maths Quest 11 General 
Mathematics Units 1 & 2 Queensland

Jacaranda Maths Quest 11 Specialist 
Mathematics Units 1 & 2 Queensland

9780730367024     RRP $89.95 
9780730366942     RRP $59.95
9780730367048     RRP $114.95

9780730365556     RRP $89.95 
9780730364108     RRP $59.95
9780730357148     RRP $114.95

9780730365617     RRP $89.95 
9780730364153     RRP $59.95
9780730356837     RRP $114.95

9780730365433     RRP $89.95 
9780730364184     RRP $59.95
9780730357230     RRP $114.95

Available
Now
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Print with eBookPLUS           
 
eBookPLUS         
 
eGuidePLUS                  

Barnes

Jacaranda Maths Quest 12 Essential Mathematics  
Units 3 & 4 for Queensland

9780730368922 
 
9780730368793
 
9780730368892

Print with eBookPLUS + studyON     
 
eBookPLUS + studyON 
 
eGuidePLUS                   

Holland / Barnes

Jacaranda Maths Quest 12 General Mathematics  
Units 3 & 4 for Queensland 

9780730380207 
 
9780730380238  
 
9780730368724FREE!

Print with eBookPLUS + studyON    
 
eBookPLUS + studyON 
 
eGuidePLUS         

Burrows / Longsford Willing / Michell

Jacaranda Maths Quest 12 Mathematical Methods  
Units 3 & 4 for Queensland 

9780730379959  
 
9780730379973  
 
9780730368823

FREE!

Print with eBookPLUS + studyON   
 
eBookPLUS + studyON 
 
eGuidePLUS                

Smith / Johansen / Rogen / Holland

Jacaranda Maths Quest 12 Specialist Mathematics   
Units 3 & 4 for Queensland 

9780730380030 
 
9780730380054 

9780730368991 FREE!

Queensland Senior Syllabus

Scheduled 
Pub Date

Scheduled 
Pub Date

Scheduled 
Pub Date

Scheduled 
Pub Date

Aug 19 
 

Jun 19
 

Jul 19

Aug 19 
 

Jun 19
 

Jun 19

Aug 19 
 

Jun 19
 

Jun 19

Aug 19 
 

Jul 19
 

Jul 19

$89.95 
 

$59.95
 

$114.95

$89.95 
 

$59.95
 

$114.95

$89.95 
 

$59.95
 

$114.95

$89.95 
 

$59.95
 

$114.95

www.jacaranda.com.au/qldmaths
For sample content and updates on final content availability please check

Buy 1 
print text

Get 4 digital 
codes

NEW
FOR

2019-2020
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This series provides a skills-rich, inquiry-based approach to engage students of all 
abilities, and is the only resource on the market written for the new Queensland 
Senior Geography Syllabus.

Jacaranda Senior Geography
For the Queensland Senior Syllabus

Perfectly aligned to the syllabus 
Our passionate team of experienced geography teachers have been living and 
breathing the curriculum changes to deliver an easy-to-follow format closely tied 
to the syllabus structure.

Currency and relevance
Updated with new data and case studies: local, regional and global.

Preparing students for exam success
In each topic there are two exam-style tests, so students can practise exam skills 
with unseen stimulus sheets.

AVAILABLE NOW

Queensland Senior Syllabus

NEW FOR 
2019-2020
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Print with eBookPLUS     
 
eBookPLUS       
 
eGuidePLUS                  

Dodd / Law / Meyer / O’Brien

Jacaranda Senior Geography for Queensland 
Units 1 & 2, 3rd Edition

9780730363781     RRP $89.95 
 
9780730363835     RRP $59.95
 
9780730363804     RRP $114.95

Unit 1: Responding to risk and vulnerability 
in hazard zones         
Chapter 1: Natural Hazard Zones              
Chapter 2: Ecological Hazard Zones

Unit 2: Planning sustainable places          
Chapter 3: Responding to challenges facing a place 
in Australia
Chapter 4: Managing challenges facing a megacity

Contents

Unit 3: Responding to land cover transformations
Chapter 1: Climate change and global land 
cover change
Chapter 2: Local land cover change

Unit 4: Managing population change
Chapter 3: Population change in Australia
Chapter 4: Patterns and trends in global 
population change

Contents

Print with eBookPLUS   
 
eBookPLUS
 
eGuidePLUS

Dodd / Law / Meyer / O’Brien

Jacaranda Senior Geography for Queensland 
Units 3 & 4, 3rd Edition

9780730369042     RRP $89.95 
 
9780730369097     RRP $59.95

9780730369066     RRP $114.95

Queensland Senior Syllabus

www.jacaranda.com.au/qldgeography
For sample content and updates on final content availability please check

Buy 1 
print text

Get 4 digital 
codes

Available
Now

Print
Pub Date

Oct 19

Digital
Pub Date
Sept 19
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Jacaranda Digital Citizenship 
powered by CyberPass is an 
online digital citizenship 
education tool that provides 
Years 6-8 students with the skills 
and knowledge to participate 
responsibly and safely in a 
digitally-enabled world.

Jacaranda Digital Citizenship  
for Students

Addressing the requirements of the curriculum

www.jacaranda.com.au/cyberpass

The resource covers all areas of digital and media literacy as required 
by the curriculum, from cyber safety and cyber bullying, to researching, 
communicating, socialising and purchasing online.

This resource is very specific and deliberate in its coverage of the core 
elements of the ICT capability and addresses the following skills and 
knowledge that are applicable across all learning areas in each curriculum:

Jacaranda Cybersafety Solutions 
for Teachers and Students
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Videos containing a mix of experts 
and young people describing their 
experiences online are provided relevant 
to each quiz.

What students love about the course

A mix of nine different types of interactive 
questions are used and all questions 
are relevant and provide easy to follow 
instructions.

Engaging videos Quizzes 

Quiz review screens (where students 
can see each question they answered) 
provide links to educational resources 
relevant to the question.

A range of educational activities and 
games are provided relevant to each quiz.

Review and reflect Activities and games

Checklists contain each of the 90 skills 
required and the tips to help achieve that 
skill.

An interactive glossary is available at all 
times for any technical terms that are not 
understood.

Skills checklists Interactive glossary

Ready to get started?
Jacaranda Digital Citizenship powered by CyberPass is available as an exclusive product for 
schools. To purchase the resource it is $10 per student via institutional license.

If you would like to purchase an institutional license or have questions about the course 
please contact the Jacaranda Sales Team on (03) 9274 3285 or email jacsales@wiley.com. 

www.jacaranda.com.au/cyberpass

Concise and easy to understand feedback 
is provided for each question response.

Immediate feedback
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Duty of care
Provides proof of duty of care and  
promotes  proactive intervention of issues

Receive a certificate worth four hours to contribute 
to professional development requirements

Professional development
Gives teachers the skills to maintain 
a safe online presence

Online safety

For today’s educators, it’s important to know how to use technology in a safe 
and ethical manner, while also having the skills and language to teach students 
what it means to be a responsible digital citizen.

That’s why we’ve developed Jacaranda Digital Citizenship Professional Development 
for Teachers; an online short course specifically designed to help teachers, school 
leaders and education specialists to do just that.

  
Professional Development for teachers

Gives teachers confidence in their coverage 
of the ICT capability requirements

Curriculum alignment

Learn the lingo

Why do teachers need digital citizenship education?

www.jacaranda.com.au/digitalcitizenship

Learn the language and the issues to better 
understand the perspective students 

Links to student resource
Receive a complimentary copy of the student 
version a little unclear, could remove?

Jacaranda Digital Citizenship
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Each lesson begins with a video that 
introduces you to the key concepts and 
ideas you are about to explore in that 
topic.

What you’ll love about the digital citizenship course

A series of videos with experts in their 
field including an IT Lawyer and e-security 
specialist, which provide professional 
input on a variety of topics.

Topic videos Expert interviews

Throughout the course we have provided 
a range of practical tips that you can use 
to implement cyber safety in both your 
professional and personal life.

Glossary term hover-links allow you 
to view definitions of key terms, which 
act as a quick reference tool and help 
consolidate understanding.

Practical tips Glossary terms

Resources and links to external websites 
have been included to support your 
learning and provide references for the 
content you have covered in the topic.

Customisation features such as 
highlighting, notes and favourites to 
personalise the learning experience and 
help you retain key information.

Extra resources In-course customisation

Ready to get started?
The course can be purchased individually or for the entire faculty as an institutional licence.

Individual purchase
$149 per purchase 
 
If you would like to make an individual purchase please visit  
www.jacaranda.com.au/digitalcitizenship.

Institutional license
For institutional licenses of up to 49 users — $2,499
For institutional licenses of 50+ users — $3,299 

If you would like to purchase an institutional license or have questions about the course 
please contact the Jacaranda Sales Team on (03) 9274 3285 or email jacsales@wiley.com.
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Discover studyON 

Features:

• Concept summary screens provide concise explanations of key concepts, with relevant examples.

• Access QCAA questions from 2020 on or custom-authored practice questions at a concept,  
topic or entire course level, and receive immediate feedback.

• Revise with exam style questions and sit timed practice exams. 

• Video animations and interactivities demonstrate concepts to provide a deep understanding  
(Units 3 & 4 only).

• All results and performance in practice and sit questions are tracked to a concept level  
to pinpoint strengths and weaknesses.

studyON is an interactive 
and highly visual online study, 
revision and exam practice 
tool designed to help students 
and teachers maximise 
exam results for their 
Senior courses.

FOR QUEENSLAND

General 
Mathematics 
UNITS 1 & 2

Mathematical 
Methods 
UNITS 1 & 2
FOR QUEENSLAND

Specialist 
Mathematics 
UNITS 1 & 2
FOR QUEENSLAND

Available for FREE with
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Need further information? Contact your local Queensland Consultant: 
NORTHERN QUEENSLAND

Jo Darling 
Senior Field Sales Consultant 
M: 0410 550 142 
jdarling@wiley.com

SOUTHERN QUEENSLAND

Fay Olsen 
Field Sales Consultant 
M: 0448 029 472 
folsen@wiley.com

INSIDE SALES

Andrew Lovett 
Inside Sales Consultant 
T: (03) 9274 3192 
alovett@wiley.com

All general sales enquiries should be directed to jacsales@wiley.com

For price and availability, PO or delivery queries, please contact  
Wiley Customer Service at 1800 777 474 or cust.service@wiley.com 

Teacher Resource Policy

Jacaranda is pleased to support all confirmed adoptions of Jacaranda 
subject resources at schools with complimentary digital teacher 
resources & print resources on approval.

Contact your local QLD Consultant for more information.


